PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
INSTALL NEW CONFORMING 160 SF RESIDENTIAL DOCK ON LAKE KATHLEEN. PIER PORTION (10’ X 4’) TO BE ACZA TREATED FIR FRAMED WITH THRUNFLOW GRATED PANELS AND SUPPORTED BY FOUR 4” DIAMETER GALVANIZED STEEL PILES. FLOAT TO BE 4’ X 20’ WITH ACZA TREATED FIR FRAMING, THRUNFLOW GRATED PANELS AND VINYL COVERED FLOTATION. RAMP TO BE 10’ X 4’ TO BE WOOD OR METAL WITH THRUNFLOW GRATED PANELS.
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LAKE KATHLEEN

~ LAKE KATHLEEN ~

ORDINARY HIGH WATER (APPROX.)

PROPPSED NEW DOCK

PLOT DIMENSIONS AND BUILDING LOCATIONS PER SAGLE/BARNARD & ASSOC. SURVEY #18105082280011. DOCK DIMENSIONS AND WATER DEPTHS PER LAKESIDE CONSTRUCTION.
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